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Introduction
Nickel titanium (NiTi) rotary instruments have been a useful addition to the
endodontic armamentarium. They are flexible, strong, efficient and durable [1-6].

They also provide better canal preparations with fewer transportations[4]. However,
instrument fracture sometimes occurs suddenly during use in the root

canal[3]. This is

an undesired event that may result in additional procedures for the patient and lessen

the prognosis for the endodontic treatment[7]. Although it has been shown that
instrument distortion and fracture is less likely to occur for experienced operators[8,

9], fractures may occur suddenly even for experienced clinicians. Manufacturers
recommend limiting use of these instruments to a few canals or teeth to prevent
fracture. This causes acceptance of an artificially shortened lifetime for the majority of
instruments and does not eliminate the possibility of fracture. The mechanical and

metallurgical events associated with the clinical fracture of these instruments are not
well understood. From a manufacturers standpoint, a better understanding of these
events could lead to optimization of instrument design or improved fabrication

techniques. Additionally, dentists may acquire a greater appreciation for the clinical
limitations of the instruments, including expected lifetime. It may become possible to

provide users with specific guidelines to minimize fracture incidents while

maximizing the useful lifetime of the instruments.

A pilot study (Appendix A) was undertaken to investigate the applicability of
fractography (fracture surface analysis) to the study of fractured NiTi rotary
endodontic instruments. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed that several

clinically fractured instruments showed characteristic patterns consistent with

propagation of cracks that originated from flaws associated with pre-existing
machining damage. Similar analysis of laboratory specimens (Appendix C) broken in

cyclic bending (simulating rotation in a curved root canal) revealed regions of fatigue
crack growth and brittle fracture, again originating from machining damage, which

ultimately led to catastrophic ductile failure. Laboratory specimens broken in cyclic
torsion (simulating binding as dentin is engaged with subsequent release) also revealed

that machining damage could be seen at the fracture origination sites. This led us to

the hypothesis that many of the clinical fractures of NiTi rotary instruments are a
result of damage introduced during the machining process.

Literature Review
NiTi alloy

Buehler and Wiley first reported on the unusual room-temperature properties
of the nearly equi-atomic nickel-titanium alloy in the early 1960’s[10]. From their
extensive investigations at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory in Silver Springs, MD, they
discovered that this intermetallic compound possessed unusual ductility (15.5%

elongation in tension) and toughness (28 ft-lb impact strength) with many potential

engineering uses[10]. These interesting findings encouraged Buehler and Wiley to
pursue investigations of phase equilibria and material properties. As a result, they
were able to establish the TiNi as a single phase at room temperature (at

approximately 55 wt. % Ni). This was important because ductility is not present in the
other phases (i.e., Ti2Ni or TiNi). Thus, unlike many other intermetallic alloys,
nickel-titanium does not become brittle at lower temperatures. This study also

demonstrated good resistance to corrosion, abrasion and oxidation[ 10]. Additionally, it
has been demonstrated that the properties of NiTi strongly depend on the chemical

composition and microstructural conditions, specifically the heat treatment

conditions[ 11-13 ].
The terms "super-elasticity" or "pseudo-elasticity" have been used in
association with the unique ductility and elastic strain properties of nearly equiatomic

nickel-titanium, or "Nitinol" (N__ickel Titanium Naval Ordnance Laboratory)[12]. This
property, which is facilitated by a reversible crystalline phase transformation from
austenite to martensite, via an intermediate R-phase, allows the material to undergo an

extraordinary amount of strain without plastic deformation and, hence, return to its

original shape. Phase transformation in NiTi involves a process called twinning[14].

Because the mechanism of deformation involves a phase transformation, much more
elastic strain can be realized than when the mechanism involves stretching atomic

bonds, as is the case for more traditional metals and alloys.

In the case of NiTi endodontic instruments, the instruments are in the austenitic
phase in the undeformed state at room temperature. When used in a root canal, a
stress-induced martensitic transformation can occur, allowing a significant amount of
elastic deformation. In the stressed condition, the martensitic phase is stable. The

austenite to martensite transformation is reversible during clinical use since the TTR

(transition temperature range) and Af (austenite finish temperature, where the material
is completely in the austenitic crystalline phase) are lower than mouth temperature.

Other unique mechanical properties were quickly realized. This included the

so-called "shape memory" property, which is the ability of the material to return to a

previous shape with appropriate thermal treatment. To take advantage of this property,
the Nitinol part is first deformed at a temperature below the Mf (martensite finish

temperature, or temperature below which the material is completely in the martensite
crystalline phase). When the part is then heated to above the Af, it snaps back to its
original shape with significant force[12].

A fatigue study of nearly equiatomic NiTi alloys has shown that fatigue crack
growth rates are comparable to those of conventional alloys, although the rates are
lower than predicted from phenomenological law relating growth rates to the elastic

modulus[ 15]. In other words, the fatigue behavior of the material resembles a material
with a higher modulus of elasticity. The authors suggest that the lower fatigue crack

growth rates may be a consequence of reversible martensitic deformation processes
leading to less accumulation of damage per cycle compared with more conventional
materials. These authors also found that the 10 7 cycle fatigue limit (i.e., high-cycle

fatigue limit) decreased with increasing

Ms (martensite

start temperature). This is

likely a result of the martensitic transformation effect on inhibition of crack

nucleation[15]. That is, where martensite is stable at room temperature, strain
incompatibilities between martensite colonies can lead to dislocation generation and
accumulation at intermediate stress levels. Where martensite is stress induced, strain

occurs as a result of phase transformation.

Introduction

of NiTi to dentist,

and endodontics

Andreasen and Hilleman first introduced nickel titanium to dentistry in the

early 1970’s for use in orthodontic arch wires[16].

In 1975, Civjan, et al. first

suggested the use of nickel titanium for endodontic instruments[ 17]. In 1988, Walia, et
al. introduced NiTi to endodontics by machining the first NiTi instruments from

Nitinol orthodontic arch wires[ 1]. They demonstrated that these instruments had two
to three times more elastic flexibility in bending and torsion, as well as superior
resistance to torsional fracture, as compared to stainless steel instruments

manufactured by the same process. These results started a revolution in root canal

instrumentation, resulting in the tremendous popularity of NiTi instruments today.

NiTi endodontic instruments

Mechanical Properties

Since their introduction in 1988, various types of NiTi instruments have been

developed. These include NiTi hand instruments and several different systems of
engine-driven NiTi rotary instruments.

Mechanical properties that have been

investigated include bending and torsional properties, fatigue failure, and the influence
of environmental factors such as sodium hypochlorite and sterilization on these

properties. It has been found that the NiTi instruments are as aggressive as, or better

than, stainless steel instruments in removing dentin and that they are more durable
than their stainless steel counterparts[ 18, 19].
NiTi hand instruments have been shown to be significantly more flexible than
stainless steel hand instruments when tested in bending according to ANSI/ADA

Specification No. 28 [2, 20, 21] or by similar methods[5]. Another study has shown
that instrument cross-section plays an important role in determining instrument

stiffness[22].
Torsional properties of NiTi hand instruments have been compared to stainless

steel hand instruments[2, 20, 23, 24]. In their study of nickel titanium Canal Master U

instruments, Camps and Pertot evaluated torque at failure and angular deflection at
failure in accordance with ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28[2]. They showed that the
NiTi instruments had a significantly lower torque at failure than the stainless steel

instruments. Stainless steel instrument size #50 failed to meet the minimum
specification for torque at failure, as did NiTi instrument sizes #45 and #50. However,
the relevance of torque at failure for instruments made from NiTi, a material with

superelastic properties, requires reconsideration. Angular deflection at failure far
exceeded that required by ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28 for both instrument types.

It was significantly less for NiTi instruments #20-30, but significantly greater for NiTi
instruments #35-50. In their study of K files, which was similar to the study of the

Canal Master U instruments, Camps and Pertot showed that maximum torque at
failure for all NiTi instruments was significantly less than that for stainless steel K

files, except for size #15120]. Most of the NiTi instruments satisfied the ANSI/ADA

Specification No. 28 requirements for torque at failure. Although all instruments
satisfied the requirements for angular deflection at failure, the findings of this study
contradicted those of the previous study in that the larger stainless steel files allowed

greater angular deflection at failure than the same size NiTi instruments.

Rowan, et a1123], showed that stainless steel hand instruments had a
significantly greater rotation to fracture in the clockwise direction than nickel titanium
hand instruments, whereas the nickel titanium instruments had significantly greater
rotation to fracture in the counter clockwise direction. They also found that there was

essentially no difference between the stainless steel and nickel titanium hand
instruments in the torque required to cause failure. In contrast, Kazemi, et a1124],

showed that NiTi hand instruments had significantly greater rotation to fracture and

significantly less torque at failure than stainless steel instruments of identical design
when tested according to ANSI/ADA Specification No. 58.
Torsional properties of NiTi rotary instruments have also been compared to

stainless steel hand instruments[25]. It was found that the stainless steel instruments

had a more linear load to failure than the NiTi instruments. The NiTi instruments

reached maximum torque, and then the torque values fell before failure. The NiTi
instruments had a more significant differential between maximum torque and torque at

failure than the stainless steel instruments.

Another study performing torsional testing of NiTi rotary instruments to
determine fulfillment of ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28 requirements has shown that

these instruments far exceed the angular deflection at failure specification but that

larger instruments to not meet the specification requirements for torque at failure[26].
These authors point out that new criteria must be established for evaluation of NiTi
instruments that are engine driven.

An early cyclic fatigue study compared stainless steel hand K files to NiTi
hand instruments of various designs[5]. The authors found that all of the NiTi designs
had greater revolutions to failure in a stainless steel tube model than the stainless steel

K file. More recently, Pmett, et al. performed cyclic fatigue testing of NiTi rotary
instruments by rotation in a curved stainless steel tube under torsional load. They

showed that the number of cycles to failure is not affected by revolutions per

minute[27]. Some studies seem to corroborate this finding by showing that there was
not a higher incidence of instrument fracture or deformation when higher revolutions

per minute were used to instrument canals of extracted teeth with NiTi rotary

instruments[9, 28]. However, it has been shown during use in extracted teeth, in
bovine bone models, and when operating against a metal block that instrument

distortion and separation is more likely to occur at higher rotational speeds[8, 29-31].

When considering factors related to the clinical use of NiTi rotary instruments,
radius of curvature has been shown to be the most important factor in cyclic fatigue

failure and failure occurs at the point of maximum flexure of the instrument[27, 28,

31-33]. Another study showed that a greater radius of curvature and smaller
instrument size lessens the torque required to fracture NiTi rotary instruments in static

torsion[34]. Scanning electron microscopic analysis of instruments fractured during
fatigue testing show crack propagation and ultimately failure characterized by the
authors as ductile failure[27, 32]. However, no detailed fracture surface analysis was

reported in these studies. One study showed that preflaring the root canal with hand
instruments significantly reduced the incidence of NiTi rotary instrument fracture[35].

The influence of the torque levels used when operating NiTi rotary instruments

has also been investigated. Some studies failed to show any differences in number of
instrument failures when different torque levels were used for operating the NiTi

rotary instruments [8, 9, 36, 37]. Two of these studies even failed to show any
differences when an air motor was used[36, 37]. One of these studies was performed

using a higher rotational speed [37] to ensure that the low rotational speed used in the
first study [36] was not masking any differences among the torque values. However,

another study showed that the use of a very low torque motor reduced the incidence of
instrument fracture for an inexperienced operator[38].

Influence ofNaOCl and sterilization on mechanical properties
It has been shown that sodium hypochlorite does not significantly affect
mechanical properties of NiTi instruments[39]. Heat sterilization has been found to
either have no effect on or to increase torsional strength and rotational flexibility (i.e.,

number of rotations to failure) of unused NiTi instruments[5, 40, 41]. One of these
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studies also evaluated hardness and microstructure (i.e., appearance under SEM) and

found no effect of autoclave sterilization on these properties[41]. In addition, such
heat treatment has also been found to have no effect on cyclic fatigue of NiTi rotary

instruments[33]. In both extracted teeth and actual clinical use, heat sterilization and
use in the presence of NaOC1 did not lead to a decrease in the number of rotations to

breakage of NiTi rotary instruments[6, 42].

Microstructural Analyses

A recent study conducted by Kuhn, et. al. [43], investigated microstructural
characteristics of NiTi rotary instruments from two different manufacturers. By using

x-ray diffraction of new endodontic instruments at room temperature, they found fully
austenitic alloys with evidence of work hardening. Annealing at temperatures in the

range of 350C to 700C reduced Vickers microhardness by reducing the dislocation
density and partially removing precipitates. Scanning electron microscopic evaluation
of the instruments before any use revealed machining damage and many irregularities

and cracks[43]. Although another study demonstrated surface cracks on NiTi rotary
instruments after use[33], this investigation by Kuhn, et al. is one of the few studies to

suggest that conditions associated with the manufacturing process may play a role in
premature failure of NiTi rotary instruments during clinical use.

In a related follow-up study, Kuhn and Jordan found that the TTR was
different for used instruments and annealed instruments as compared to new

instruments[44]. This study also evaluated the effect of clinical use and annealing on
bending properties. When used in curved canals, the instruments become stiffer with
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each use. When new instruments were annealed below 600C (the recrystallization

temperature), they were more flexible. However, when annealed above this
temperature, they were stiffer.

In summary, these studies demonstrate that the machining processes necessary
to manufacture NiTi endodontic instruments produce a high density of dislocations.

These dislocations may influence the phase transformation processes necessary to give

NiTi endodontic instruments "superelasticity". Under cyclic load, accumulation of
dislocations may cause embrittlement of the instruments, resulting in premature
instrument fracture[43, 44].

Theoretical Analyses

ofMechanical Properties

Turpin, et a1.[45], compared two theoretical cross-sectional designs for NiTi
rotary instruments and evaluated the associated torsional and bending stresses. By
three-dimensional modeling of their theoretical instruments and computer analysis of

stresses in torsion and bending, they were able to determine stress distributions within

the instruments. They found that the two theoretical models experienced very different
torsional stresses, both in intensity and distribution. The bending stresses were more

similar, but the different cross-sections demonstrated different stiffnesses. This was
the first study to evaluate different instrument designs using a theoretical, computer

analysis.
Another recent study used the finite element method to compare torsional and

bending properties of two different cross-sectional designs for NiTi rotary endodontic

instruments[46]. The two designs were chosen to be similar to those for the ProFile
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and ProTaper instruments. They demonstrated that the ProTaper type cross-section
had lower and more uniform stresses in torsion and bending and that the ProFile type
had marked stress peaks along the flutes in torsion. They also noted that the maximum
stresses for the applied torsional and bending moments caused portions of the ProFile

type instrument to be operating beyond the "super-elastic" region (i.e., it was

operating in a state in which the material was fully martensitic and thus beyond the
point at which the phase transformation could contribute to "superelasticity").

Surface Modification olCNiTi instruments
Some investigators have attempted to modify the surface of NiTi rotary
instruments to increase the hardness and improve wear resistance. Tripi, et al.

demonstrated (by X-ray diffraction and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) deposition
of nitrogen on GT rotary instruments by thermal metal organic chemical vapor

deposition (MOCVD) and arc evaporation physical vapor deposition[47]. They did not

perform testing to investigate the subsequent change in physical or mechanical
properties. However, other investigators have done this. Schifer showed that physical

vapor deposition to coat NiTi K-files with titanium nitride improved cutting efficiency

by up to 26%[48]. Rapisarda, et al. showed that thermal nitridation and nitrogen-ionic
implantation treatment of NiTi instruments also improved cutting efficiency[49].

Testin methods used previously
Methods which have been used in previous investigations to perform testing of
NiTi rotary instruments include instrumenting canals of extracted teeth[8, 9, 38],
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operating the instrument against a metal block[31 ], in curved stainless steel tubes[5, 6,
27, 33, 42], in curved canals within resin blocks[49, 50], or curves created by a

tempered steel cylinder held against a curved surface[32]. These methods do not lend
themselves well to the demands of this study due to the high likelihood of fracture
surface damage, superimposition of torsional stresses, and, for some of the methods,

poor control of angle and radii of curvature.

A new method for determining root canal curvature was proposed by Pruett, et
a1127]. This method considered not only the angle of root canal curvature, but also the
radius of curvature. This is important because root canals with the same angle of
curvature can have different radii of curvature, which significantly influences the

stresses experienced by instruments used to treat these canals.

Fractooraphy

Fractography can be broadly defined as the science and art of observing,
measuring and interpreting fracture surface topography[51 ]. It is widely employed in

engineering forensics and iterative redesign of structural parts[52]. This usually
involves examination of fracture surfaces under different magnifications to identify

and measure relevant features, as well as noting gross characteristics such as fracture

plane directions. Typically, fracture-originating flaws, the direction of crack
propagation, and qualitative and quantitative information regarding the stress at failure
are available from fractographic analysis.

The aircraft industry extensively uses

fractography for design and failure analysis[53], and the automotive field uses
fractographic techniques to evaluate parts such as valves, crankshafts and steering
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columns[54]. In dentistry, fractographic examination has been successfully applied to
failed all-ceramic fixed partial dentures, resulting in unequivocal identification of

clinical failure mechanisms[55-57]. For endodontics, fractography has been applied to
stainless steel endodontic instruments to determine failure modes[58, 59]. Some

studies of NiTi rotary instruments mention fractographic features they have noticed

during testing of the instruments[27, 31, 32]. However, fractographic analysis was not
a major objective of these studies, nor were they conducted in a systematic and

meaningful manner.

As much as 90% of the fatigue life of "pristine" metal parts is used for the
development of initiating flaws[60]. Thus, pre-existing flaws that can grow facilely
into fatigue cracks would be expected to significantly reduce fatigue life. Although

machining damage and cyclic fatigue cracks on the surface of NiTi rotary instruments
have been demonstrated independently, any relationship between them remains only

tentatively established. Therefore, further research is needed to elucidate their
potential roles and interdependence in clinical failure of these instruments and the
mechanisms involved. Should machining damage be proven to play a dominant role in
instrument failure by serving as critical flaws and reducing fatigue life, the

implications would include a reassessment of manufacturing processes and a review of
the

meaning

of

stress

analyses

based

only

on

cross-sectional

design.

General Objectives
It is hypothesized that clinical fractures of NiTi rotary instruments originate at
pre-existing flaws on the surface of the instruments that arise from machining damage
during the manufacturing process. To test this hypothesis, fractographic analysis of
clinically fractured instruments was performed. Also, fractographic and fatigue failure

analyses were performed on NiTi rotary endodontic instruments experimentally
fractured before and after removal of machining defects.
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Specific Objectives
The specific objectives of this study were as follows:

1) To perform

fractographic analysis of clinically fractured NiTi rotary instruments to obtain
information regarding failure initiation and mode; 2) To develop clinically relevant

testing methods that allow fractographic evaluation of the fracture surfaces of NiTi
rotary endodontic instruments fractured in cyclic bending, cyclic torsion and static
torsion; 3) To employ these testing methods to fracture instruments, then analyze the
fracture surfaces to characterize the fractographic features which develop when the
instruments are subjected to each of these forces until fracture; 4) To remove defects

related to the machining process (by tumbling in an abrasive media), to fracture these
instruments using the above methods, and to perform fractographic and fatigue failure

analysis (i.e., cycles to failure) to determine the effect of removing the machining

damage.
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Materials and Methods
SEM preparation and analysis
All fractured instruments (fracture methods to be described later) were placed
in acetone in an ultrasonic bath for 2 minutes to remove surface adsorbed debris from

the surface [61]. This method was determined to be sufficient by observing several
instruments before and after cleaning. It was found that debris was adequately

removed without damaging the fracture surface. After drying, the instruments were
mounted on the periphery of aluminum SEM stubs by notching the stubs and attaching
the instruments with colloidal graphite (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Fort

Washington, PA).
Scanning Electron Microscopy was conducted using a JEOL JSM-5300 field
emission SEM with digital image capture in the Biomedical Materials Group Facility
at the National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD. Fracture

surfaces were observed by viewing along the long axis of the instrument, which was
not always perpendicular to the fracture surface (as will be discussed later).

Determination

The

stress

of techniques to fracture instruments

states

by NiTi

experienced

rotary instruments during

instrumentation of root canals are complex and involve concurrent bending and

torsion, both with cyclic components. One goal in designing the experimental protocol
was to produce fractured NiTi rotary instruments by different techniques that separate

the complex stress states into simpler components. The component stresses to which
endodontic instruments could be subjected appear in Table 1.
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Only the component stresses marked with asterisks in Table 1 are considered
relevant to clinical failure modes of endodontic instruments. Cyclic tensile stresses
are created as instruments are rotated in curved canals and the external surface is

subjected to cyclic tensile and compressive stresses, below the elastic limit of the
instrument. Cyclic bending creates cyclic tensile stresses. Cyclic torsional stresses are

created as instruments bind and disengage while removing dentin, with stress levels

again below the instrument’s elastic limit. Static torsional stresses are created as
instruments bind and do not disengage from the dentin (creating permanent
deformation of the instrument due to stresses exceeding the elastic limit).

Thus, the experimental protocol consisted of applying three types of forces to
NiTi rotary instruments to produce the stresses discussed above. These forces were

applied to cause fracture of the instruments. The forces applied include: (i) cyclic
bending (fatigue); (ii) cyclic torsional (fatigue); and (iii) static torsion. Each applied
stress state provided specific fracture surface features that might be applied to

understanding clinical failure of the instruments. Descriptions of the techniques used
for producing the various failure modes are listed below.

It was necessary to develop new techniques for fracturing the NiTi rotary
instruments. Several methods have been previously used for fracturing instruments by

rotating in a curved state, as discussed in the "Literature Review" section above. These
result in application of cyclic bending forces similar to those required by this study.

However, these methods do not allow the fracture surfaces to separate immediately
following fracture, nor do they prevent impingement of the fracture surface on some
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other surface (e.g., the side of the stainless steel tube). To employ fractography, it is

necessary to use methods to fracture the instruments without damaging the fracture
surfaces. As shown in a pilot study (see Appendix B), fracture surface damage occurs

readily if the fracture surfaces do not immediately separate.
Sotokawa reported fracturing stainless steel hand instruments in cyclic

torsion[59]. However, there have been no reports of cyclic torsion testing of NiTi
rotary endodontic instruments. Although Sotokawa performed fractographic analysis
and presented SEM images of undamaged fracture surfaces, the techniques used did
not specifically address prevention of fracture surface damage. Thus, the method

chosen could be similar to Sotokawa’s, but must allow immediate separation of
fractured segments to prevent fracture surface damage.

Cyclic bendin testin

The new technique developed to subject the NiTi rotary instruments to cyclic

bending forces until fracture is described here and shown in Figures 6-8. This
technique accomplished the goals of preventing fracture surface damage and
minimizing superimposed torsional stresses. An electric handpiece with a NiTi rotary
instrument was mounted on an aluminum plate with a series of holes placed in the area

of the working end of the instrument. The holes accepted stainless steel pegs that
were used to restrain the instrument with various angles and radii of curvature. All of

the work in this study used an angle of curvature of 60 and a radius of curvature of

6mm, as defined by Pmett[27].

2O

Silicone grease was used to minimize friction between the instrument and the

pegs in order to reduce torsional forces on the instruments. The instruments were

operated at 300 rpm until they fractured. The advantage of this technique is that the
fracture surfaces separate immediately and do not impinge upon any other surface that

may damage them. The time to fracture was measured with a stopwatch and recorded.

Cycles to failure were calculated using the revolutions per minute and time to fracture.

Cyclic torsion testing

The new technique developed to subject the NiTi rotary instruments to cyclic
torsional forces until fracture is described here and shown in Figures 9-11. The

apparatus that was developed was mounted on the 5 kN load cell of an MTS
MiniBionix 858 servo-hydraulic mechanical testing machine. The computer controlled
axial displacement of the actuator of the MTS machine was converted to rotational

motion by wrapping a friction grip cable around a brass shaft on the apparatus. The

cable that caused rotation of the shaft was attached to the actuator of the testing
machine on one end and to a weight on the other end to maintain system stability. The
actuator could be controlled in amplitude and frequency. The amplitude chosen

.

depended on the desired angular rotation. Pilot studies used angular rotations of 90
180

,

and 360

The frequency of 0.5 Hz was chosen based on pilot studies showing

that this was the greatest frequency that could be used while maintaining system

stability. The cable was wrapped around the brass shaft such that the tip of the
instrument was rotated counter-clockwise, thus simulating clockwise rotation of the

shaft end of the instrument.
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A chuck connected to the brass shaft gripped 3 mm of the tip of the instrument.
The shaft of the instrument was restrained, as shown in the figure, greater than 1 mm

from the fluted portion of the instrument. A spring between the shaft restrainer and tip
chuck provided a slight tensile force to the instrument during testing. This prevented
fracture surface damage by ensuring separation of the fractured segments once the
instrument fractured.

Static torsion testing

Static torsion testing to failure (involving plastic deformation) was also

accomplished by using the same apparatus as for the cyclic torsional testing. The brass
shaft was rotated by hand, causing rotation of the instrument tip until fracture. More

sophisticated measurements of angular deflection and torque at failure, such as those
specified in ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28, were not necessary. The purpose of this
portion of the testing is only to provide examples of fracture surfaces of NiTi rotary
instruments that fracture after exceeding the torsional strength (and elastic limit) of the

instrument. These fracture surfaces will serve as controls to aid in the understanding of
the fracture surface features associated with simple torsional failure.

Fractography

Although quantitative information can be obtained from fractographic
analyses, fractography produces mostly descriptive data. The focus of the current
study was identification and documentation of failure modes. Application of
quantitative fractography methods to fractured NiTi rotary instruments is difficult
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given the complex shape of the instruments (resulting in unknown local stresses) and
unknown state of the metallurgy. Since so little is known regarding clinically fracture
of NiTi rotary instruments, qualitative fractographic information alone is valuable.
Pilot Study I (Appendix A) describes the fractographic analysis performed for

clinically fractured instruments. Pilot Study II (Appendix B) describes the

fractographic analysis performed to provide an understanding of fracture surface

damage. Pilot study III (Appendix C) describes the qualitative fractographic analysis
of NiTi rotary instruments fractured using the methods described above (cyclic

bending, cyclic torsion and static torsion).
Fractographic analysis was performed by initially surveying the entire fracture
surface at low magnification. This usually showed one or more areas from which the

fracture appeared to have originated. These areas were then observed at higher

magnifications to better visualize surface features consistent with different types of
failure (i.e., brittle fracture, fatigue crack growth, or ductile failure).

Removal of machining damage
Pilot studies revealed that machining grooves and associated subsurface

damage penetrated to a depth of 30 gm. To eliminate these features, material was
removed from the surface of the instrument by tumbling in an aluminum oxide
abrasive media. The tumbler used consisted of two chambers and is shown in Figure

12 (Lortone Gem Sparkle Heavy Duty Rock Tumbler, Model 33B-NR, The

Carborundum Company, Seattle, WA). The experimental design is shown in Figure
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The instruments used were Profile (Dentsply Tulsa Dental, Tulsa, OK), #35,
0.04mm/mm taper

(n=168). Eighty (80) instruments were placed into each chamber of

the tumbler. Eight (8) instruments were not tumbled. Chamber 1 was used for the
instruments that later were subjected to cyclic bending testing. Chamber 2 was used

for the instruments that later would be subjected to cyclic torsion testing. Four
instruments were removed from each chamber per day for 20 days. Three of these
instruments were subjected to fatigue testing (either cyclic bending or cyclic torsion)

and one was retained for SEM observation only to observe the changes in the surface
features as the instruments were tumbled.

Once the tumbling was completed, the instruments were subjected to bending
and torsional fatigue testing. For the cyclic bending group, the instruments were tested
in the order they were removed from the chambers (e.g., untumbled instruments were

tested first, then instruments tumbled for one day, etc. until all instruments were

tested). The cyclic bending testing was performed as described in the "Cyclic bending
testing" section above. Following the cyclic bending testing, instruments were
ultrasonically cleaned and mounted for SEM observation of the fracture surfaces as
described above.

For the cyclic torsion group, the instruments were tested in random order
where one instrument from each day of tumbling was tested, then the second
instrument for each day of tumbling was tested in the same random order as the first

instruments, and finally the third instrument from each day was tested. All instruments
were tested using the apparatus described above with 180 of rotation at 0.5 Hz until

fracture of the instrument. Following the cyclic torsional testing, instruments were
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ultrasonically cleaned and mounted for SEM observation of the fracture surfaces as
described above.

The instruments that were not subjected to the fatigue testing were mounted for

SEM observation of the surfaces. Approximately 11 mm of the tip end of the
instruments were removed and mounted on aluminum stubs placing the tip into one

hole on the stub and the cut end into another hole approximately 7 mm apart from the
first hole. This provided adequate curvature to observe cracks and other machining

damage. These were cleaned after mounting, and colloidal graphite was subsequently
brushed on in the area of the holes to increase the surface area for conduction.

Results
Figures 14 and 15 show the effect of the tumbling on the surface of the NiTi

rotary instruments. The large defects from the machining process have been replaced

by much smaller defects from the tumbling process. The cyclic bending fatigue and
cyclic torsional fatigue failure data are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. These
tables show the cycles to failure for each of the three instruments removed each day

during tumbling. This data is represented graphically in Figures 16 and 17.

For cyclic bending, the number of cycles to failure begins to increase on the
tenth day of tumbling. One-way ANOVA revealed that the number of cycles to failure
for an untumbled instrument was significantly different from the number of cycles to
failure for instruments that had been tumbled for 17 and 19 days (p<0.01). In order to

analyze whether the flaw population responsible for failure of these instruments has

changed as a result of the tumbling, Weibull survival statistics were applied to the
data.

To apply Weibull statistics, probability of failure must be assigned to each
value of cycles to failure. Probability of failure is determined by rank ordering the

cycles to failure in ascending order, then assigning a probability of failure, based on its
ranking, by the following formula: P<(i-0.5)fN, where

Pt is probability of failure,

is

the number of the specimen in the rank ordering, and N is the total number of

specimens. Once probability of failure has been determined for each value of cycles to
failure, lnln(1/(1-Pf)) can be plotted versus In(cycles to failure). For the cyclic bending

data, this has been done in Figure 18. The slope of the resulting line is the Weibull
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modulus and describes the distribution of the data (i.e., it is similar, but inversely
related to standard deviation).

The Weibull plot for the cyclic bending data (Figure 18) shows two different

portions of the curve. The lower cycles to failure portion of the curve ranges from

In(cycles to failure)=5.62 (where cycles to failure=275) to In(cycles to failure)=6.05

(where cycles to failure=425). The higher cycles to failure portion of the curve ranges
from In(cycles to failure)=6.06 (where cycles to failure-430) to In(cycles to

failure)=6.96 (where cycles to failure=1050). Linear regression for these two portions
of the data reveals a good fit for both lines. For the low cycles to failure portion of the

curve,

r2=0.98

and m=10.9, where rn is the slope of the line and is the Weibull

modulus. For the high cycles to failure portion of the curve,

r2=0.98

and m=2.1. A t-

test for the slopes of these linear regressions indicates that these two lines are

statistically significantly different (p<0.01).

Engineering literature has demonstrated that applying Weibull statistics in this
manner allows for detection of a change in the flaw population responsible for

failure[62]. In this case, the two statistically different linear regressions indicate that
different flaw populations are at work initiating failure in these NiTi rotary endodontic
instruments.

To determine if the different flaw populations were a result of the tumbling,
additional statistical analysis was performed. The number of days tumbled was

correlated with the cycles to failure for each portion of the Weibull plot. For the lower

cycles to failure portion of the curve (m=10.9), the average number of days tumbled
was 6.3

(SD=4.5). For the higher cycles to failure portion of the curve (m=2.1) the
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average number of days tumbled was 13.1 (SD=5.5). The difference between the
numbers of days tumbled for the two portions of the curve was highly statistically

significant by t-test (p<0.0001).

For cyclic torsion, one-way ANOVA revealed no significant differences in the
number of cycles to failure for an untumbled instrument as compared to tumbled
instruments (p>0.05). To determine whether an upward trend even existed for the

cycles to failure as a function of number of days tumbled, linear regression was
attempted and revealed a poor fit

(r2=0.18). Weibull statistics were also applied to the

data to determine if any changes in the flaw population responsible for failure could be
detected. The data was transformed and displayed as described above for the cyclic

bending data. The Weibull plot for the cyclic torsion data is shown in Figure 19. There
do not appear to be separate linear regressions for this data, indicating that the failures
derived from a similar flaw population.

Fractographic analysis of tumbled instruments subjected to cyclic bending
testing revealed features that were similar to those seen on the fracture surfaces of
untumbled instruments. For tumbled instruments (Figure 20), the features included the

initiating flaw adjacent to a region of brittle fracture that transitioned to catastrophic
ductile failure. The initiating flaw on tumbled instruments was much smaller than

those seen on the fracture surfaces of untumbled instruments. Due to the smaller

initiating flaw size, the number of cycles to failure was higher for tumbled
instruments.

Fractographic analysis of tumbled instruments subjected to cyclic torsion

testing revealed different features as compared with those seen on the fracture surfaces
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of untumbled instruments. For the tumbled instruments (Figure 21), there was a
noticeable lack of the axial cracks that could be seen for untumbled instruments

(Figure 4). Again, there are regions of brittle fracture leading to regions of catastrophic
ductile failure.

Another striking difference was that the fracture surface angles for the cyclic

bending group and the cyclic torsion group are significantly different (Figure 22). The

fracture surface angle (0) is the angle between the fracture surface and the long axis of
the instrument. For the cyclic bending group, the fracture surface angle was

,

approximately perpendicular to the long axis of the instrument (0=86 SD=3.4). For
the cyclic torsion group, the fracture surface angle was more oblique (0=48

SD=17.3). This difference was statistically significant (t-test, p<0.01). This finding
may have particular importance with respect to the determination of the stress state
involved

in

clinical

failure

of

NiTi

rotary

endodontic

instruments.

Discussion
This study involved the development and application of testing methods that
were more relevant to engine driven NiTi endodontic instruments than those

prescribed by ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28 and that allowed fractographic
evaluation of fracture surfaces. After consideration of the forces to which the
instruments are subjected during use in the root canal (Table 1), separate and relevant

testing methods were developed and used. Although other appropriate methods have
been used for testing instruments in cyclic bending[27] and cyclic torsion[59], the

fractographic demands of this study required the development of new methods for
testing the instruments which reliably prevented fracture surface damage.
Additionally, the previous report of cyclic torsion testing involved stainless steel hand

instruments[59]; there have been no previous reports of testing NiTi rotary instruments
in cyclic torsion.

Many previous studies evaluate NiTi rotary endodontic instruments in
accordance with ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28, "Root Canal Files and Reamers,

Type K for Hand Use"[2, 20, 26]. It is used because it is the most applicable standard
currently available, even though it was intended to be applied to hand instruments.
Nickel titanium rotary instruments are used in a very different manner than those for
which ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28 was developed. The static testing methods

prescribed by ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28 are inappropriate for the testing of
NiTi rotary endodontic instruments[32]. A new, relevant specification must be

developed to incorporate dynamic and cyclic testing methods more applicable to
engine driven NiTi endodontic instruments.
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The hypothesis presented in this study has not been specifically proposed or
tested previously. Other investigators have noted the presence of significant damage

related to the machining process on the surfaces of NiTi rotary instruments and

suggested a role of this in the clinical failure of the instruments[33, 43]. However,
none have suggested removing the defects and testing the instruments to evaluate the

effects on instrument lifetime.

Although this study used tumbling to remove the damaged layer of nickel
titanium, there are other possible methods for accomplishing this. One method is

electropolishing. A method such as this may provide more specific removal of
material from the outer surface. Tumbling tends to preferentially remove more
material from sharper edges and cause significant rounding of these edges. This can be
seen when viewing the cross-sections after experimentally fracturing the instruments

(Figures 20 and 21).

A change in instrument cross-section size or shape, such as that seen for
instruments that had been tumbled, changes the stresses experienced by the instrument
when subjected to the experimental testing in this study. Rounding of the edges
reduces stress concentrations in those areas and reduction of the size of the crosssection as material is removed reduces the maximum stresses experienced (i.e., at the

periphery of the cross-section).
The reduction of stresses would be expected to result in an increased fatigue
lifetime of the instruments as they are tumbled more. However, there are two reasons

why a reduction in stresses is not a major reason for the increase in the cycles to
failure with tumbling for the cyclic bending group. First, the instruments were tumbled
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for nine days with no change in cycles to failure. On day 10, the cycles to failure

began increasing steadily. Cross-sectional changes would cause a more gradual
increase in cycles to failure across the entire tumbling period. Secondly, the Weibull
survival statistics presented show that a change in the flaw population leading to
failure was an important reason for the increased lifetime with increased tumbling.

Since there appeared to be a gradual upward trend in cycles to failure with

increased number of days tumbled for the cyclic torsion group (see Figure 17), and the
Weibull survival statistics did not show different flaw populations, the influence of
cross-sectional changes cannot be disregarded for this group.

A reason for a possible difference in the effect of cross-sectional changes for
the cyclic bending versus the cyclic torsion group may be the different locations of the

fractures for the two groups. For the cyclic bending group, the instrument fractures
occurred much further from the tip (see Figure 7) than for the cyclic torsion group,
which fractured 3mm from the tip. Since the instrument is tapered, material was

preferentially removed from the smaller area during tumbling (i.e., the tip). The cross
sections in Figures 20 and 21 show the different effects of tumbling for the different

regions of the instruments. The more significant change in cross-section at the tip of
the instrument may have masked the effect of removing the machining damage on the

cycles to failure. Torsion testing by gripping more than 3mm of the tip may have
shown more of a difference due to machining damage removal.
When considering the analysis of the Weibull plot for the cyclic bending data
and correlating the number of days tumbled with each portion of the plot, it is apparent

that the significant increase in cycles to failure as the number of days of tumbling
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increases is a result of removal of the large machining defects. This provides strong

evidence that machining damage significantly reduces the useful clinical lifetime of

NiTi rotary instruments.

An effect of removing machining damage on fatigue life for instruments
fractured in cyclic torsion could not be convincingly shown. Another reason (besides
the cross-sectional change effect discussed above) may have been the large data
scatter with insufficient numbers of instruments to bear a difference. Although the
same numbers of instruments were used for cyclic bending testing, the testing methods

resulted in less data scatter and a difference due to removal of machining defects could
be detected. The influence of machining defects on fatigue failure may also be

stronger in cyclic bending than cyclic torsion.
The number of cycles to failure for both types of testing performed (i.e., cyclic

bending and cyclic torsion) is very low from an engineering fatigue failure standpoint.

Low-cycle fatigue is defined as fatigue failure that occurs at less than 10,000
cycles[63]. One reason for a mechanical structure or component failing by low-cycle
fatigue is that the strain to which it is subjected when cycled is beyond the elastic limit
for the material. Components fail with significantly fewer cycles when the cyclic
strain is in the plastic, versus elastic, region[63]. In the case of this study, this situation

could arise either as a result of excessive stress application or work hardening, either

during the manufacturing process or the experimental cycling. Another reason for a
mechanical structure or component to fail after a low number of cycles is that pre-

existing flaws may be so large that Stage I (initiation) of fatigue crack growth, which
can constitute up to 90% of fatigue life, is significantly shortened[60]. Since the
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fatigue testing was performed within the elastic range for this study, a primary reason
for the instruments failing in low-cycle fatigue is likely the large pre-existing

machining flaws.
The fractographic analyses performed in this study provide valuable
information regarding the features expected for instruments experimentally fractured
in separate, clinically relevant stress states. The fractographic features observed for

NiTi rotary instruments fractured in cyclic torsion are similar to those observed by

Sotokawa for stainless steel hand instruments fractured similarly[59]. Specifically,

axially cracking (Figure 4) is a dominant feature. The fractographic features observed
for NiTi rotary instruments fractured in cyclic bending are similar to those observed in
another study of NiTi rotary instrument fracture[31]. However, the findings of this

study are in contrast to others that have found only features consistent with ductile
failure on the fracture surfaces of instruments fractured in cyclic bending[27, 32].

Specifically, crack propagation from the surface of the instruments, fatigue striations
and catastrophic ductile failure has been observed. This knowledge can be applied to

perform more useful fractographic analyses of clinically fractured instruments to
determine

the

stress

states

leading to

failure

in the

clinical

situation.

Summary and Conclusions
This study has shown that fractography can be applied to fractured NiTi rotary
endodontic instruments. It has also shown the fractographic information can easily be

lost due to fracture surface damage. This is especially problematic for clinically
fractured instruments. Application of fractography to experimentally fractured
instruments requires special techniques to ensure fracture surfaces are not damaged.

The different techniques used in this study to fracture instruments by subjecting them
to different stress states resulted in different fractographic features characteristic to

each stress state.

Additionally, this study has shown that removal of machining damage from the
surface of NiTi rotary instruments introduced during the manufacturing process

significantly

increases

fatigue

life
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under

experimental

conditions.

Future Work
Electropolishing is another technique to remove machining damage from the
surface of NiTi rotary endodontic instruments. At least one manufacturer (Brasseler)

electropolishes it’s NiTi rotary instruments after machining. They have provided two

groups of instruments for future study. One group is electropolished while the other is
manufactured in the same manner, but is not electropolished. Fatigue testing can be

performed on these two groups to determine if electropolishing affects fatigue life of
these instruments.
Unmachined wire blanks used in the fabrication of NiTi rotary endodontic

instruments have been obtained from a cooperative manufacturer (Tulsa Dental). A
device has been developed to machine these blanks into rotary endodontic

instruments. This device will allow the machining bit to be oriented such that the

resulting machining grooves will run either along the long axis of the instrument or
perpendicular to it. This will allow determination of whether orientation of the

machining grooves affects fatigue life in cyclic bending or cyclic torsion.

Additionally, unmachined blanks and instruments manufactured from identical blanks
can be mounted for both cross-sectional and longitudinal microstructural analysis.

Polished and etched specimens can be subjected to metallurgical examination of grain

structure, size and orientation, and defects inherent to the material.

Such an

examination may provide evidence of metallurgical changes occurring during

machining or the presence of defects unrelated to the machining step.
This study has provided evidence that machining damage introduced during

the manufacture of NiTi rotary endodontic instruments plays a role in clinical fracture
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of these instruments. Additional work needs to be done, some of which is described

above, to further elucidate the role of this machining damage in clinical fracture of the
instruments and steps that can be taken to mitigate the effect of the machining damage.

Appendix A
Pilot Study I
(Clinically Fractured Samples)

A pilot study was undertaken to investigate the applicability of the methods of
fractography to the study of clinically fractured NiTi rotary endodontic instruments.
The initial aim of the pilot work was to apply engineering fractographic analysis

(using SEM) to the fracture surfaces of NiTi rotary instruments that had inadvertently
fractured during use in human teeth. The instruments analyzed were from the Profile,

ProTaper and Quantec series. Dental students in both pre-clinical laboratories with
extracted teeth and in a clinical setting provided fractured instruments. Also,
instruments that had fractured during clinical use by endodontic residents were used.
Thirteen fractured instruments were observed with SEM (Pilot Group 1). Only
seven of these could be analyzed fractographically due to significant damage of the

fracture surfaces of the other six instruments. This damage encompassed almost the
entire fracture surface. Thus, another phase of the pilot work involved the

identification of damage of the fracture surfaces sufficient to eliminate them for

fractographic analysis (see Appendix B).
The fracture surfaces of the seven instruments from Pilot Group 1 that were not

completely damaged were usable for fractographic analysis. Three of these showed
ductile failure as the primary feature. Failure origins for these three instruments could
not be observed. Areas of surface damage likely obscured the sites of origin. Four

instruments were essentially free of damage and the fractographic features provided

complete information regarding the failure mode. The site of initiation always showed
pre-existing machining grooves and associated subsurface damage leading to a region
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of brittle fracture (Figure 1). Regions of brittle fracture sometimes showed striations at

higher magnification. These provide evidence of fatigue crack growth. There was a
transition from brittle fracture to catastrophic ductile failure in all cases. Qualitatively,

the ductile failure region constituted a larger portion of the surface area.

In summary, the fractographic features of these clinically fractured instruments
are consistent with crack propagation (in a brittle fracture mode) from pre-existing

machining damage, which transitions to catastrophic ductile failure. These findings
led us to the hypothesis that many of the premature fractures of NiTi rotary
instruments occur (possibly within the elastic limit of the instrument) as a result of

crack growth from manufacturing defects.

Aooendix B
Pilot Study II
(Experimental SamplesFracture Surface Damage)

To further characterize fracture surface features, another eleven NiTi rotary
instruments were purposely fractured under various conditions (Pilot Group 2). Six
Profile NiTi rotary instruments were used aggressively until fracture or severe
deformation in extracted molar teeth. Four of the instruments fractured, while two of

them were severely deformed but did not fracture. Two of the fractured instruments
were then used for an additional 15 seconds in the teeth such that the fracture surfaces

were in contact throughout this time.

The other two fractured instruments were

immediately withdrawn from the teeth once it was realized (by sound and tactile

sense) that fracture of the instrument had occurred. The two severely deformed
instruments easily fractured when bent slightly at the tip only once. Five additional

instruments were fractured by restraining the instruments against a rigid surface and

rotating the instrument in a curved state until fracture (creating a cyclic bending stress
state without torsional stresses).

All fractured instruments were ultrasonically cleaned and mounted as
described in the "Materials and Methods" section above. Fractographic analysis was

performed by SEM observation.
Similar to the findings in Pilot Group 1 specimens, observation of these

instruments revealed that the fracture surfaces could be easily damaged. All four
instruments that had fractured in the extracted teeth had smooth fracture surfaces with
concentric arcs centered on the cross section of the instrument, indicating post-fracture

burnishing (Figure 2). One study incorrectly characterized a similar feature as brittle
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fracture[26]. The two instruments subjected to the additional 15 seconds of operation
appeared to be more severely damaged. Most of the fractographic features were lost
from the four instruments fractured in extracted teeth.

Instruments fractured by

operating against a rigid surface in a curved state showed no evidence of fracture
surface damage.

From this pilot work, it was apparent that fractographic analysis relied on
developing techniques to prevent damage to the fracture surfaces of experimentally
fractured instruments.

Since the fracture surfaces are so easily damaged

experimentally and many of the clinical examples (Pilot Group 1) showed similar
damage, it was also realized that valuable fractographic information was easily lost
from clinically fractured instruments.

Appendix C
Pilot Study III
(Experimental SamplesFractography)
After development of the testing devices described in the "Materials and

Methods", pilot work was commenced to perform fractographic analysis of
instruments fractured with these devices. Eleven instruments were fractured with the

cyclic bending device. These were from the Profile, Quantec and RaCe series. Cyclic

bending testing and fractographic analysis was performed as described in the
"Materials and Methods". Thirteen instruments were fractured using the cyclic torsion
device. These were from the Profile and RaCe Series. Cyclic torsional testing and

fractographic analysis was performed as described in the "Materials and Methods".

, ,

For this cyclic torsion pilot work, the instruments were subjected to 90 180 or 360
of rotation. Two Profile instruments were fractured in static torsion.

A typical example of the fracture surface of a Profile instrument fractured in
cyclic bending is shown in Figure 3. A low magnification view shows brittle fracture
as the predominant failure mode initially. This typically led to a region of catastrophic

ductile failure. At higher magnification, the brittle fracture region often showed

fatigue striations, indicating that the three characteristic stages of fatigue crack growth
were present. The fatigue striations represent the many propagation/arrest events

associated with fatigue crack growth. The three characteristic stages of fatigue crack

growth

are"

Stage I (initiation), Stage II (propagation), and, Stage III (catastrophic

failure). Stage I always involved the base of a machining groove and recognizable
pre-existing machining damage.

This result suggests that pre-existing machining

defects may play a role in the cyclic bending fatigue failure mode of fracture of NiTi
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rotary instruments.

The distinct zone of ductile dimpling represented Stage III.

Ductile dimpling is a result of microvoid coalescence and ultimate ductile failure due
to a stress state that overwhelms the strength of the material.

A typical example of the fracture surface of a Profile instrument fractured in
cyclic torsion is shown in Figure 4. A low magnification view shows multiple axial
cracks that had grown in from the surface with regions of brittle fracture interposed
between them. These areas of brittle fracture lead to catastrophic ductile failure.

Smooth regions were also typical which probably represent fracture surface damage of
non-critical cracks that were slowly growing but did not result in catastrophic failure.

As the instruments were subjected to cyclic torsion, the fracture surfaces of these noncritical cracks were in contact and became burnished, resulting in an area of damage.

Higher magnification views of the fractures surfaces of instruments fractured in cyclic
torsion often showed machining grooves and subsurface damage at the origination site

adjacent to brittle fracture regions.
The two instruments fractured in static torsion showed ductile failure. One of

these is shown in Figure 5.

Appendix D
Figures
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Figure la
This SEM image is an example of a fracture surface from a clinically fractured NiTi
rotary instrument showing characteristic patterns consistent with crack propagation
from pre-existing machining damage. This view shows the base of a machining groove
(MG) with adjacent subsurface damage (SSD). A region of brittle fracture (BF), with
characteristic twist hackle, is shown originating from the machining groove and
subsurface damage. The brittle fracture region transitions to catastrophic ductile
failure (DF).
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Figure lb
This SEM image shows a higher magnification view of the fracture surface of the
instrument shown in Figure 1 a. This view shows some of the features described in
Figure 1 a more clearly: base of a machining groove (MG) with associated subsurface
damage (SSD) and brittle fracture regi0n (BF).
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Figure 2
This SEM image is an example of a fracture surface from an instrument purposely
fractured in an extracted tooth. The surface is smooth with concentric arcs centered on
the cross section of the instrument, indicating post-fracture burnishing. The
fractographic features have been almost completely destroyed.
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Figure 3a
This SEM image is an example of a fracture surface from a NiTi rotary instrument
experimentally fractured in cyclic bending. The lower left side of the fracture surface
shows a region of brittle fracture (BF) which transitions to catastrophic ductile failure

(DF).
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Figure 3b
This SEM image shows a higher magnification view of the fracture surface of the
instrument shown in Figure 3a. The brittle fracture region and transition to ductile
failure can be seen more clearly.
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Figure 3c
This SEM image shows an even higher magnification view of the brittle fracture
region of the fracture surface of the instrument shown in Figure 3a. At this
magnification, the bases of machining grooves (MG) with adjacent subsurface damage
(SSD) are evident at the fracture origination site. Fatigue striations (FS) are also
apparent. The transition to ductile failure (DF) can be seen toward the top right portion
of the image. (NOTE: This image has been electronically rotated counterclockwise
relative to the images in Figures 3a and 3b.)
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Figure 4a
This SEM image is an example of a fracture surface from a NiTi rotary instrument
experimentally fractured in cyclic torsion. The right side of the fracture surface shows
multiple axial cracks (AC) that have grown in from the surface with regions of brittle
fracture (BF) interposed between them. These areas of brittle fracture lead into a
region showing catastrophic ductile failure (DF). The smooth area on the left may
represent a crack that was growing in, but did not result in catastrophic fracture (see
Figure 4c for a hghe.rmagnific.tio vie
lanation of this area).
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Figure 4b
This SEM image shows a higher magnification view of the fracture surface of the
instrument shown in Figure 4a. This view shows more clearly the significant axial
cracks (AC), fracture origination site with associated machining grooves (MG), brittle
fracture region (BF) and transition to catastrophic ductile failure (DF.).
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Figure 4c
This SEM image is a higher magnification view of the smooth area shown on the
surface of the instrument in Figure 4a. The smooth appearance of this area is probably
due to burnishing as a crack slowly grew in and the two fracture surfaces were in
contact during cyclic torsion. Ductile dimpling is evident in the lower right portion of
the image. This characteristic feature of ductile failure results from microvoid
coalescence as the instrument is subj,etd,to_stress.
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Figure 5
This SEM image is an example of a fracture surface from a NiTi rotary instrument
experimentally fractured in static torsion. Ductile failure (DF) is the predominant
fractoraphic feature.
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Figure 13
Experimental design for tumbling of instruments.

160 Profile #35, 0.04

Chamber 1:
cyclic bending (n=80)

Chamber 2:
cyclic torsion (n=80)

Removed 4 files per day per
chamber for 20 days

3 files fractured (SEM/fatigue life

determination)
1 file for SEM observation only

Figure 14a
This SEM image shows a low magnification view of the surface of an untumbled NiTi
rotary endodontic instrument (Profile #35, 0.04 taper). There are large machining
grooves and other defects associated with the manufacturing process.
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Finre 14b
Higher magnification view of the instrument shown in Figure 14a showing the large
surface defects.
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Figure 15a
This SEM image shows a low magnification view of the surface of a NiTi rotary
endodonti instrument (Profile #35, 0.04 taper) that had been tumbled for 0 days. The
large machining grooves and other defects associated with the manufacturing process
have been removed and reolaced with smaller defects from the tumbling process.
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Figure 15b
Higher magnification view of the instrument shown in Figure 15a showing the
absence of large machining grooves and other defects, and smaller defects from the
tumbling process.
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Figure 16
Fatigue failure of NiTi rotary instruments in cyclic bending
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Figure 17
Fatigue failure of NiTi rotary instruments in cyclic torsion
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Figure 18
Weibull Plot
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Figure 19
Weibull Plot
Cyclic Torsion
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Figure 20
This SEM image shows a low magnification view of the fracture surface of an
instrument that had been tumbled for 20 days prior to being subjected to cyclic
bending testing. The features are similar to an untumbled instrument and include the
initiating flaw (IF) adjacent to a region of brittle fracture (BF) which transitions to
catastrophic ductile failure (DF). The initiating flaw is much smaller than those seen
on the fracture surfaces of untumbled instruments. Due to the smaller initiating flaw
size, the number of cycles to failure was higher.
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Figure 21
This SEM image shows a low magnification view of the fracture surface of an
instrument that had been tumbled for 20 days prior to being subjected to cyclic torsion
testing. The features are somewhat different from those seen on the fracture surfaces
of untumbled instruments. There is a noticeable lack of axial cracks. Again, there are
regions of brittle fracture (BF) leading to regions of catastrophic ductile failure (DF).
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Table 1
Possible stresses which could be placed on endodontic instruments

Tension

Type
<EL cyclic*
static

cyclic

>EL

Torsion

Produced by:

rotation in a
curve canal

cyclic*

N/A
N/A

static
cyclic

Produced by:
binding dentin with subsequent
release as dentin is removed while
rotating
N/A
N/A

binding dentin without release while
rotating
EL=elastic limit; * stress states considered to be relevant for this study.
static

N/A

static*
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Table 2
Cyclic bending fatigue failure data for tumbled instruments
Days
tumbled

Cycles to
failure

(F1)

Cycles to
failure

(F2)

Cycles to
failure

(F3)

Average
cycles to
failure

Standard
deviation

490

360

505

451.7

79.7

370

360

395

375.0

18.0

275

415

385

325

45O

415

396.7

64.5

390

380

395

388.3

7.6

410

44O

330

393.3

56.9

460

395

355

403.3

53.0

410

390

380

393.3

15.3

375

355

45O

393.3

50.1

420

335

390

381.7

43.1

10

540

510

450

500.0

45.8

11

54O

465

400

468.3

70.1

12

435

670

425

510.0

138.7

13

430

485

505

473.3

38.8

14

555

660

410

541.7

125.5

15

670

385

595

550.0

147.7

16

710

440

775

641.7

177.6

17

870

750

860

826.7

66.6

18

740

660

395

598.3

180.6

19

920

1050

695

888.3

179.6

2O

780

775

585

713.3

111.2

73.7
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Table 3
Cyclic torsional fatigue failure data for tumbled instruments
Days
tumbled

Cycles to
failure

(F1)

Cycles to
failure

(F2)

Cycles to
failure (F3)

Average
cycles to
failure

Standard
deviation

995

798

951

914.7

103.4

1055

1337

750

1047.3

293.6

811

1449

1096

1118.7

319.6

509

1056

970

845.0

294.1

1985

951

677

1204.3

689.8

1470

1387

1531

1462.7

72.3

796

656

1668

1040.0

548.4

1294

1355

1280

1309.7

39.9

1225

1001

1342

1189.3

173.3

1563

1144

1320

1342.3

210.4

10

1549

797

1047

1131.0

383.0

11

1092

1244

1343

1226.3

126.4

12

1694

2706

1454

1951.3

664.5

13

1351

916

1532

1266.3

316.6

14

1050

1968

1524

1514.0

459.1

15

2833

1128

1166

1709.0

973.6

16

983

2068

1090

1380.3

597.9

17

673

1068

1978

1239.7

669.2

18

2143

1439

1459

1680.3

400.8

19

2328

814

1392

1511.3

764.0

20

1910

1975

1400

1761.7

314.9
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